Foreground-background segmentation in videos is an important low-level task needed for many different applications in computer vision. Therefore, a great variety of different algorithms have been proposed to deal with this problem, however none can deliver satisfactory results in all circumstances. Our approach combines an efficent novel Background Substraction algorithm with a higher order Markov Random Field (MRF) which can model the spatial relations between the pixels of an image far better than a simple pairwise MRF used in most of the state of the art methods. Afterwards, a runtime optimized Belief Propagation algorithm is used to compute an enhanced segmentation based on this model. Lastly, a local between Class Variance method is combined with this to enrich the data from the Background Substraction. To evaluate the results the difficult Wallflower data set is used.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays Vision Systems are used in many fields of applications such as surveillance, industrial automation, transportation or inspection. In the last decades Background Substraction has become a valuable source of low level visual information. It can detect arbitrary objects in almost any scene, as long as they are in motion. This information can afterwards be used for all kinds of high-level vision tasks.
In order to gather the aforementioned data the background for each individual scene has to be modelled. The creation of this model is not a trivial task and associated with many difficulties like changes in the lightning conditions, moving background objects (swaying trees), shadows or a changing background. To cope with all these requirements a great number of different approaches have been deployed. Some use Subspace Learning Models like LDA (Kim et al., 2007) , INMF (Bucak et al., 2007) or PCA (Marghes et al., 2012) to generate a background model. Other prominent methods adopt techniques like Kalman Filters (Cinar and Principe, 2011) , SVMs (Lin et al., 2002) or histograms (Zhang et al., 2009 ) to cope with these problems.
However, most of the current algorithms model each background pixel as a Gaussian Distribution. This is justified by the fact that the intensity of a pixel in a completely static scene will vary according to a Normal distritution N (µ, σ 2 ) due to the measurement errors inherent in every camera system. With this information, a threshold per pixel can be easily created to distinguish between foreground and background.
There are approaches which use just one Normal Distribution per pixel (Wren et al., 1997) , algorithms which use a Mixture of Gaussians (Stauffer and Grimson, 1999; Setiawan et al., 2006) or Gaussian-Kernel based methods (Elgammal et al., 2000) to model the background. Methods which use a Mixture of Gaussians (MoG) produce in most cases better results than the Single Gaussian (SG) algorithms, but also have some disadvantages. One is a higher memory usage and another the need to be tuned for the right amount of Gaussians.
A shared drawback of all Background Substraction approaches is that they do not incorporate the spatial informations about the scene in the model, although natural images are commonly assumed to be very smooth. To use this assumption to improve the segmentation derived from the Background Substraction different strategies have been applied. In (Toyama et al., 1999 ) a simple approach is used which discards all connected regions containing less than a certain amount of pixels. A more complex approach is used in (Y. Wang and Wu, 2006) where a Conditional Random Field models the neighbourhood relations of the pixels. Graph Cuts are used in (Boykov and Funka-Lea, 2006) and to represent the spatial in-formation in all dimension in a Subspace Model a Tensor was applied (Li et al., 2008) .
The most frequently utilized method for this problem is a MRF which models the relations via an undirected graph. The most likely overall state of the model (maximum a posteriori probability -MAP) will correspond with a good segmentation if the underlying data (a probability map) is adequate. Since it is NP-hard to compute the MAP for a cyclic MRF, there exists several methods to approximate the best solution. In (Xu et al., 2005) Gibbs-Sampling is combined with simulated annealing, (Sun et al., 2012 ) applies a Branch and Bound algorithm and (Yedidia et al., 2003) utilises a Belief Propagation method to get a good approximation of the MAP.
Building on this, a new method composed of three parts is developed. First, a new Background Substraction algorithm will be proposed which uses exactly two Gaussians and thereby eliminates most of the disadvantages of the MoG approaches, but nonetheless generates state of the art results. Secondly, a higher order MRF with a variable neighbourhood is created to model the spatial relations of the objects in the scene. A Belief Propagation algorithm is used to derive a suitable approximation of the MAP. Lastly, a component was added which influences the segmentation to maximize the between-class variance. The basic idea was first proposed in (Otsu, 1979 ) and is widely appreciated since then (Liao et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2001) . Here, the approach is used in a combination with the Belief Propagation algorithm so that the between class variance is optimized during the iterations as well.
HIGHER ORDER MARKOV RANDOM FIELDS
The MRF is a well established and widely used statistical model which can describe the dependencies between various random variables. It originates from the works of Ising on ferromagnetism (Ising, 1925) but was since extended and adopted to a large number of different problems.
A small example of a MRF represented as a graph can be seen in Figure 1 . The random variables are depicted as circles and the edges show the dependencies between them. This easy and graphical way of modeling the relations between random variables can be useful in a great variety of applications, one example are the spatial relations between pixels in an image. In this case every pixel is represented by one random variable for which the state is unknown and which has dependencies on all neighbouring pixels. Thereby, the state of a random variable could indicate if the corresponding pixel is in the foreground of the image, denote the optical flow at that point or any other information which can be deduced from the data. A crucial point for this is the selected neighbourhood system. A small system like the von Neumann neighbourhood might be unable to model all the complexity of the relations and bigger systems will soon create models which are unmanageable. For computer vision algorithms the von Neumann neighbourhood is almost always chosen because it will create a pairwise MRF. These MRF have the advantage that they only have cliques of one or two nodes which makes the computation much easier. The computational difficulties derive from the fact that in every clique all members will be influenced from all the others. To deduce an approximate solution of the MAP a Belief Propagation algorithm will compute messages from every clique to all of its members. This means that in Figure 1 node E will receive one message depending only on A (E and A are a clique), one depending only on B but also a third message depending on both of them (A, E and B are a clique). For bigger neighbourhoods each node can be in tens or even hundreds of different cliques which will make the computation and storage of all the messages nearly impossible.
In the Moore neighbourhood, which is the next bigger neighbourhood system occasionally used for images, every node is already a member in 24 cliques. Also, it has to be noted that there is not just one message from every clique to each member but one message for every possible state the whole clique can be in. To reduce this heavy computational load there will be two techniques introduced in section 3.2 which will make it possible to compute good approximations of the MAP even for advanced neighbourhood systems.
Until now the proposed MRF only models the spatial relationship of the pixels. To generate good segmentations the information given by the image also have to be included into the model. In the proposed method this will be a value generated by the Background Substraction method denoting the probability of a pixel being in the background. To include this information, a second node with a fixed/known state will be created for every pixel. This new node is called an evidence node because it represents given information in the model. The others are called hidden nodes since they indicate an unknown state of the system which shall be deduced. Every evidence node will influence only the corresponding hidden node and in a way that it will more likely attain the state favoured by the given data. An example of a MRF model with a Moore Neighbourhood can be seen in Figure 2 .
Figure 2: The evidence nodes are drawn as small dark circles. Each is connected with one edge to the corresponding hidden node. For two hidden nodes the edges to the other neighbouring hidden nodes are also drawn.
OUR APPROACH
Our approach consists of three main steps.
• First, a novel efficient Gaussian Switch Model is used to create an approximation of the background which is then subtracted from every new frame to create a first segmentation.
• A MRF is used in the second step to model the spatial relations between the pixels. Unlike many other approaches, a MRF of higher order is used here to reproduce the relations between different pixels in the MRF more precisely.
• In the last step, a local version of Otsu's Method is added to optimize the data generated by the Background Substraction. These changes will influence the Belief Propagation, so that the resulting segmentation has a high local between Class Variance which will further improve the outcomes.
The Gaussian Switch Model
As justified previously, Gaussian distributions are used to model the colour of each pixel. Instead of using a batch method, which will save the last n pictures and generate a background model from these, the Gaussians are updated with every new frame to save memory and computing power. Thereby, the algorithm gives the new samples automatically a higher weight than old samples and thus even improves the results in comparison to the batch method. For every Gaussian, the mean µ and variance σ 2 have to be stored. The mean is initiated with the pixel value taken from the first frame of the video stream and the variance is set to a predefined value. Afterwards, they are updated in the following way
The variable α ∈ [0, 1] controls the update rate and v t is the pixel value taken from the t-th frame. In the rest of the paper the index t will be omitted because all variables are taken from the same frame. With these formulas, the Gaussian distribution of a background pixel can be modelled very precise and efficient. Nevertheless, one problem is that the distribution becomes erroneously when a foreground object is visible. To overcome this problem, the background Gaussian N (µ bg , (σ bg ) 2 ) is created which will only get updated when the new pixel is classified as background. This results in a much more resilient background model but has two inherent problems. The first issue are objects in motion visible in the first frame because the real background in this area would never get included into the model. The other problem are foreground objects that become background (e.g. a car that parks), because they will never get included into the background model. To eliminate these errors an overall Gaussian N (µ og , (σ og ) 2 ) is needed which will be updated with every new frame.
If this overall Gaussian has a small variance but a different mean than the background Gaussian, a foreground object was visible and immobile for a long period of time. This foreground object should therefore become a part of the background model. To achieve this, the mean and variance of the background Gaussian are switched to the overall Gaussian's values. Now, one intensity value per pixel can be modelled in this way but most videostreams today are not in grayscale and consequently have three colour values for each pixel. To use these additional data a special colour space is applied which normalises the different intensities in respect to the illumination (Li et al., 2008) . Let R, G and B be the given values for a single pixel in the standard RGB colour space, then these will be transformed into the three new image channels
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Afterwards the intensity I is normalized, so that all values are in the range of [0, 1]. The colour information stored inR andB are normalised with the intensity and will thus not be altered by small or medium changes in the lighnting conditions. This is used to avoid the detection of shadows as foreground.
For each of these three values an independent Gaussian Switch Model (GSM) has to be applied. To decide whether a pixel matches the background model the values for each channel will be separately compared to the corresponding GSM. Let p R be the newR value for a pixel, it is classified as matching the background model if the following inequality is satisfied:
The maximum is used because the variance could approach near zero values, especially since only matching values are included into the background model. The parameter β can control the range of values which are still classified as "matching the model". This use of the variance provided the algorithm with a pixelwise adaptive threshold.
To get a decision for a single pixel as a whole a voting procedure is chosen. If for a single pixel equation (3) is satisfied for atleast two channels, then the pixel is marked as background, otherwise as foreground. Thereby, the colour information can overrule the brightness information and hence shadows should not be detected as foreground.
In (Toyama et al., 1999) a method is proposed which takes global changes in the lightning condition into account, for example when a cloud is blocking the sun and makes the whole scene darker. These events often result in the classification of almost the whole scene as foreground and afterwards it takes the model a long time to adapt to the new conditions. To improve this behaviour, the algorithm will check in every new frame if more than 75% of the pixels are classified as foreground, if only the intensity channel is taken into consideration. Should this be the case the update rate α is set to 0.5 to increase the adaption speed of the model drastically.
The Markov Random Field
In the next step the result from the Background Substraction algorithm will be optimized by correcting small areas with false detections to get contiguous foreground and background regions. To achieve this the MRF described in section 2 is used. It can model the spatial relations between single pixels and hence forces the segmentation to be locally coherent.
The neighbourhood system is the most important part of a MRF. Here a Generalized Moore Neighbourhood (GMN) is used to ensure the homogeneity of the MRF and because it can be easily changed in size. The normal Moore Neighbourhood is shown in Figure  2 for two different nodes. For a node N this neighbourhood system is defined by a three times three square of nodes with N in the center of it. All nodes of the square are then neighbours of N. The first order GMN uses a 5 × 5 square instead of a 3 × 3 one, the second order GMN then enlarges this to a 7 × 7 square and so forth. Hereby, the number of cliques will increase radically with the order of the GMN.
As input the MRF needs in principle two values for each pixel, one should indicate the probability of the pixel for being in the foreground and the other the probability of being in the background. These data is needed for the evidence nodes, so that they can represent the result of the Background Substraction algorithm. Here just one value w i is used, which is the probabilty that the pixel i belongs to the background. As this value is already normalisied the other probability can be set to 1 − w i . To calculate w i the voting algorithm is used again. At the beginning w i is set to 0.9 and then for each of the three channels which does not match the background model the value is lowered.
For the two colour channels 0.3 are subtracted in each case and for the intensity channel 0.2 is deducted. By this means the probability will always be above 50% if at least two of the channels favour the background and less than 50% otherwise. The colour channels get an higher weight because a change in the colour is a better indicator for the pixel being foreground than a change in the intensity.
To eventually compute an approximation of the MAP a cost function has to be defined which measures how good a segmentation matches the MRF model. A function D(i) is needed for the evidence nodes and shall describe how good a certain state of the corresponding hidden node matches the data delivered from the Background Substraction. In our case the function for the hidden node i is defined as follow:
A second set of functions is necessary for the cliques of hidden nodes. They are named C k , the k indicating the size of the clique. These functions should represent the spatial relationship between the pixels and hence there can be different functions for all possible clique sizes and spatial arrangements. However, in this case the beneficial homogenous structure of the MRF can be exploited. Since all hidden nodes have the same neighbourhood and a coherent segmentation shall be created everywhere, the functions C k can be the same for all nodes. A small exception are the boundaries, there the neighbourhood is smaller and consequently the number of cliques decreases. Nonetheless, for the remaining cliques the standard functions can be applied. More problematic is the fact that different function values have to be calculated for every single clique a node is part of, this increases the complexity of the model dramatically. To reduce the computational load only one clique size was chosen to contribute to the energy function. This simplification will drastically decrease the number of messages which have to be send later in the Belief Propgation algorithm.
Another way to lessen the computational burden is the usage of a simple energy function for the remaining cliques. Due to the fact that large homogenous fore-or background regions are presumed, the functions C k should favour the cases where all nodes in the clique have the same state. This can be achieved by returning 0 energy for this case and a positiv static value for all other cases. Equation (5) gives an example for the case k = 4, there h 1 to h 4 are the states of the four different hidden nodes contained in the clique.
These simplifications are required, since without them it would not be feasible to use more than the Moore Neighbourhood on any picture with a reasonable resolution. A comparison of the effects of different neighbourhood systems and clique sizes can be seen in Figure 3 in the result section.
To eventually compute the MAP of the MRF the respective graph was first converted to a factor graph and then a loopy max-product Belief Propagation was applied. For details see (Yedidia et al., 2003) and (Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2004) .
Using the Between Class Variance
In (Otsu, 1979) a method is described to segment a picture into two classes by maximizing the variance between the two classes. This results in an useful segmentation only under very specific circumstances. Namely, when the objects of interest are all similar among them and different from the background in colour and brightness. It is obvious that this assumption cannot be made in real life images.
However, in most cases this assumption will hold if only a small area around a pixel is taken into account. To use this to improve the segmentation created in the first two steps, a local between Class Variance is introduced and coupled with the Belief Propagation to enrich the data taken from the Background Substraction in each iteration.
A segmentation has to be known first to compute the between Class Variance. For this reason, one is created after every iteration of the Belief Propagation algorithm and then for every pixel the average colours of all background and foreground pixels, but only in a small square-sized area around this pixel, are calculated. Now the background probability w i will be increased if the colour of current pixel is closer to the background average colour and lowered elsewise.
To be more precise, let c bg = (c bg I , c bg R , c bg B ) and c f g be the local average colour of the background respectively foreground and c i the colour of the current pixel. If c bg − c i 2 < c f g − c i 2 the between class variance will increase when the current pixel is classified as background. If the inequality does not hold, the pixel should be classified as foreground to increase the local between class variance.
However, the classification of the current pixel will not be directly changed according to the between Class Variance. Instead, the data obtained from the Background Substraction is altered to reinforce a classification which increases the local between Class Variance in the following iterations. For the pixel i this is done by computing the value
and changing the probability w i accordingly. Gamma is a factor which controls the impact the Class Variance will have on the data from the Background Substraction. Now the values p bg i and p f g i can be calculated which represent the new foreground and background probabilities,
The maximum is required to avoid negativ probabilities. In the next step these values have to be normalized so that p bg i + p f g i = 1 and afterwards the value w i can be replaced by p bg i . This process improves the results but is also computational expensive, especially the calculation of the average values c bg and c f g for every pixel in every iteration for every frame. To reduce the runtime, Integral Images (first introduced by (Viola and Jones, 2004) ) are used to efficiently compute these values in a static time, independent of the size of the squaresized area over which these values are averaged. For every channel two Integral Images have to be created, one for the background pixels and one which only adds up the foreground pixels. After calculating these integral images the actual averages can be obtained by a simple operation consisting only of three additions. 
RESULTS
To compare our algorithm with existing methods the Wallflower data set (Toyama et al., 1999) is chosen because various different methods were already evaluated with it. Each of the seven examples depicts one unique problem of video segmentation which can be assessed with the provided ground-truth data.
As only one size of cliques is taken into consideration by the Belief Propagation, a comparison between two algorithms which use different clique sizes is made. One would only factor in the maximal cliques and another only the smallest cliques (C 2 ). Both algorithms achieved considerable improvements of the segmentation delivered by the Background Substraction and the extracted foreground regions are in general smoother if the minimal clique method is used (see Figure 3) . For the final results the second order GMN and the algorithm which used the smallest cliques are applied.
The results for all video sequences and the three stages of our approach with one set of parameters are shown in Figure 4 . It can be seen that the GSM alone generates good segmentations but still has many single false detections. A good example of this is the segmentation of the Moving Object scene.
In general, these can be very good eliminated with the MRF approach and only areas in which whole objects were not or falsly detected remain as errors (see Bootstrap or Foreground Aperture). As the results with the MRF are already quite good, the range of improvement for the between Class Variance addition to the Belief Propagation is limited. Nonetheless, it enhances the overall results considerably, mainly by expanding the foreground area if the surrounding pix- 
